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A- Changing The Door Swing Direction to Right Hand
1- Unscrew the two screws which are fixing the middle hinge. (FIG-1) Also remove
the two middle hinge screw caps (big) on the left side.

Remove the two
middle hinge
screw caps (big)

Figure - 1

2- Dismantle the refrigerator and freezer door from cabinet by pulling towards to you
together with the middle hinge. (FIG-2)

Figure - 2

3- Remove the kick plate by pulling forward.Unscrew the bottom hinge fixing screws
and remove it.Unscrew the pin of the hinge from Hole 1, rotate the bottom hinge
900 and screw the pin to Hole 2.(See Detail A) Then screw the hinge to bottom left
side of refrigerator. (FIG-3)

Hole 2
Hole 1

Detail-A

Figure - 3
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4. Remove the head panel hinge covers and unscrew the two screws fixing the top
hinge and remove it. Unscrew the pin of the top hinge. Turn the hinge by 1800 then
screw it to the left side hinge holes. Screw the pin of the top hinge. (FIG 4) Fix the
hinge covers by replacing the right and left one. Insert the two middle hinge screw
caps (big) that are put in the user manuel bag to right side cap holes.

Turn the top
hinge 180°
Insert the two
middle hinge
screw caps (big)

Hinge covers

Figure - 4

5- Replace the top bushing and top bushing cap. (FIG-5)
(You can use the bushing cap that is put in the user manuel bag)
Remove the bottom bushing and bottom stopper and assemble them to the left side. (FIG-5)
Remove the door handle screw caps. Unscrew the screws that are fixing the door handle.
Assemble door handles to the right side by doing the reverse operation.(FIG-5/Detail-A)
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6- Remove the top and bottom bushing and insert it into left hole. (FIG-6)
Remove the door handle screw caps. Unscrew the screws that are fixing the door handle.
Assemble door handles to the right side by doing the reverse operation.(FIG-6/Detail-A)
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Figure - 6

7- Turn the middle hinge 180º. Assemble the
freezer door and refrigerator door together
with middle hinge (Reverse operation of item
2) Fix the middle hinge by tighting the
screws. Finally,by using a knife cut left side
of the kick plate and assemble it. (FIG-7)

Turn the middle hinge 180°

Figure - 7
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B - Changing The Thermostat :
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Remove the lamp cover and unscrew the fixing screw.
Remove the thermostat box by pulling it and disconnecting the cable terminals.
Remove the thermostat knob by pulling forward. Loosen the nut which is fixing the thermostat.
Pull out the thermostat bulb from the housing.
Replace the thermostat with the new one and assemble the thermostat box following the steps
backwards.

C - Thermostat Knob
? This knob is used to control the temperature of the freezer and refrigerator parts automatically. It can
be set to any value between “0“ and “5“positions.
? “ 0 ” position indicates that the thermostat is “off ”.The refrigerator is “off ” on this setting.
? By turning the knob between “1” and “5”, you can increase or decrease the cooling degree.
? The refrigerator is designed to get optimum performance when the thermostat knob is set between
position “2” to “4”.

Super Switch (Used only for Tropical Class)
? Normally set this switch to ‘
’ position. Except when
the ambient temperature is low like in winter. (ie.below 18°C)
or when the freezer temperature needs to be maintained lower.
In that case,turn the switch to ‘… .’ position ON.
??To set super switch ON that is on the thermostat box,press the
red switch down to ‘… .’position. The red switch will lit.
? When the freezer compartment is cooled down to sufficient
temperature, or the weather gets hot,turn the super switch off to
save electrical consumption.
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